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Transition metal sulfides (TMSs) have been demonstrated to be excellent electrode materials for various

applications of electrochemical energy conversion and storage. However, the synthesis of TMSs through

conventional approaches commonly suffers from toxic or environmentally unfriendly reagents as well as

time consuming procedures, high thermal power and energy loss. Herein, CoSx nanospheres with

uniform distribution and strong adhesion on carbon fiber cloths (CoSx/CC-L) are synthesized via the

confined laser temperature field under a H2S atmosphere under normal temperature and pressure

conditions. It is demonstrated that the high pressure field induced by a laser yields amorphous CoSx
containing numerous S vacancies, which could provide more active sites for enhancing the hydrogen

evolution reaction (HER) and nitrogen reduction reaction (NRR). The as-prepared CoSx/CC-L exhibits

a low overpotential of �87 mV at 10 mA cm�2 for the HER in 0.5 M H2SO4 aqueous electrolyte and

maintains a stable catalytic performance for 15 h with a high current density of 650 mA cm�2. In

addition, a high ammonia (NH3) production rate (12.2 mg h�1 cmcat
�2) and Faraday efficiency (10.1%) of

CoSx/CC-L at �0.2 V vs. RHE in a neutral 0.05 M Na2SO4 electrolyte were obtained. The good proton

activation and nitrogen adsorption abilities arising from the sulfur vacancies contribute to the active

nitrogen association/hydrogenation process during the NRR. The laser synthesis provides an alternative

process to produce efficient amorphous catalysts, which are expected to be promising HER and NRR

electrocatalysts for energy conversion applications.
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Scheme 1 Schematic illustration of the fabrication process of CoS
x
/

CC-L using a laser combined with a H
2
S atmosphere (b and c) from
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Introduction

The production of renewable hydrogen (H2) fuel from water
splitting and NH3 from the nitrogen reduction reaction is
attractive as a promising and vibrant strategy for green energy
storage.1,2 The HER for electrochemical water splitting and the
NRR for electrochemical nitrogen xation are of great signi-
cance, which are highly dependent on electrocatalytic materials
with excellent catalytic activity.3–5 Currently, precious metals are
the most excellent electrocatalysts for electrochemical
ammonia and hydrogen production, especially palladium-
based nanomaterials for the NRR6 and platinum-based nano-
materials for the HER7 due to their moderate electronic struc-
ture to adsorb intermediates. However, the high cost and
insufficient reserves of precious metals have severely restricted
their practical applications. The development of low-cost, earth-
abundant and non-precious electrocatalysts is signicant for
achieving large-scale hydrogen and ammonia production. TMSs
have been widely employed as non-precious electrocatalysts for
efficient water splitting and nitrogen reduction reactions. In the
past decade, a variety of approaches have been performed for
the synthesis of TMSs, including the hydrothermal method,8 the
coprecipitation method,9 the sol–gel method10 and the high-
temperature calcination process.11 Nevertheless, the strategies
through these conventional approaches commonly suffer from
toxic or environmentally unfriendly reagents and some issues of
high thermal power, long synthesis time and energy loss. Thus,
new technologies for large-scale production of TMSs with
specic structures are necessary.

As an alternative candidate, laser synthesis has been re-
ported to produce diverse nanomaterials with advantages of
being cost-effective, time-saving, non-contact, maskless and
environmentally friendly. The laser processing for material
synthesis is realized by the photothermal reaction through an
irradiated laser generating a conned temperature eld at
the desired position. Tour et al.12 used a laser direct-write
process to fabricate the HER and oxygen evolution reaction
(OER) electrocatalytic electrodes on opposite faces of
a commercial polyimide (PI) sheet for overall water splitting,
where the impregnation of a PI lm in a Pt ion solution and
subsequent laser-induced graphene (LIG) forming process
were utilized and efficient HER and OER activities were
demonstrated. It was noteworthy that these strategies for
laser synthesis of electrocatalysts were primarily performed
to obtain oxides,13 carbides14 and LIG-based materials.15,16

For laser-induced TMSs, laser synthesis in liquid was the
most common method.17,18 For instance, through nano-
second pulsed laser processing of an aqueous precursor
solution, nickel sulde with excellent electrocatalytic HER
activity (�159 mV vs. RHE at 10 A g�1) and long-term dura-
bility were achieved.19 However, the TMSs synthesized by this
method were primarily in powder-like form and the three-
dimensional electrode with a large size was difficult to ach-
ieve. Therefore, how to expand the variety of catalysts and
fabricate three-dimensional electrodes without a binder by
laser synthesis will take more effort.
20072 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 20071–20079
In this work, we demonstrated a facile approach toward the
fabrication of CoSx nanospheres anchored on carbon ber
cloths (CoSx/CC-L) by using laser ablation of a Co-MOF grown
on carbon ber cloths (Co-MOF/CC) under a H2S atmosphere.
Herein, H2S as the gas sulfur source reacted with Co-MOF/CC
under the conned temperature eld generated by a laser,
which was a safe and green method without high temperature
and high pressure. In particular, the CoSx/CC-L with a large size
of 10 cm � 10 cm was prepared within a short time of 16 min,
which was directly used as a multifunctional electrode for the
HER in acidic electrolyte and NRR in neutral electrolyte. As the
HER electrode, CoSx/CC-L exhibited a low overpotential
(�87 mV at 10 mA cm�2) in 0.5 M H2SO4 aqueous electrolyte.
Meanwhile, owing to its excellent proton activation ability and
amorphous structure, the CoSx/CC-L sample also exhibited
a high rate of NH3 production of 12.2 mg h�1 cmcat

�2 and
Faraday efficiency of 10.1% at �0.2 V vs. RHE for the NRR. The
presence of S vacancies in amorphous CoSx/CC-L due to the
high pressure eld induced by laser processing provided more
active sites and then enhanced the HER and NRR activities.

Results and discussion

The schematic illustration of the fabrication process of CoSx/
CC-L is shown in Scheme 1. It was noteworthy that the as-
prepared CoSx/CC-L possessed good exibility (Fig. S2†), and
could be easily fabricated in a large scale, such as 10 cm �
10 cm (Fig. S3†) within 16 min, which was attributed to the
time-saving advantage of the laser processing technique. The
rapid processing and normal temperature conditions (Fig. S4†)
were benecial in reducing the emission of H2S gas. The Co-
MOF (ZIF-67) was rst grown on the CC by immersing the CC
into Co2+ and 2-methylimidazole mixed solution (Scheme 1a).
As shown in Fig. 1a and S5,† the eld emission scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM) images of Co-MOF/CC displayed
uniform and compact Co-MOF nanosheets grown on the CC. X-
ray diffraction (XRD) patterns conrmed the formation of ZIF-
67 (ref. 20) (Fig. S6a†). In addition, the other peaks at approxi-
mately 25.3� and 43.3� corresponded to (002) and (100) facets of
graphited carbon (JCPDS no. 41-1487). The laser synthesis of
CoSx/CC-L under a H2S atmosphere was performed in
a chamber with a light transmittable quartz window and valves
for the inlet and outlet of gas (Scheme 1b). Before the laser
irradiation, the chamber was bubbled with H2S/Ar to remove
the air. Aer pulsed laser irradiation, the sulfuration reaction
between H2S and the Co-MOF was carried out. Because of the
high and conned power generated by the laser, the Co-
Co-MOF/CC (a).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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Fig. 1 SEM images of Co-MOF/CC (a) and CoSx/CC-L (b and c). Insets are the corresponding photographs. (d) Corresponding EDS mapping of
the C element, Co element and S element for CoSx/CC-L. TEM (e) and HRTEM (f) images of CoSx/CC-L. The inset in (f) is the SAED pattern of
CoSx/CC-L. (g) Elemental mapping of CoSx nanospheres.
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MOF sputtered and reacted with H2S to be deposited onto the
surface of CC (Scheme 1c). As observed in the SEM images
shown in Fig. 1b and c, the CoSx nanospheres with a diameter of
100–300 nm were evenly anchored on the surface of CC. Due to
the decomposition of the Co-MOF grown on CC, a vast number
of holes were formed on the surface of the CC (Fig. S7†), which
was favorable for the anchoring of CoSx nanospheres on CC
with strong adhesion. The energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) mapping results revealed that a large number of CoSx
nanospheres are anchored on the surface of CC and the
uniform distribution of Co and S elements of CoSx nanospheres
can be clearly identied (Fig. 1d). A low EDS signal for the N
element was also detected (Fig. S6b and S8†). However, the
corresponding XRD pattern for CoSx/CC-L did not exhibit
apparent diffraction peaks of CoS2, except for those of the
carbon substrate and MOF-derived C11H10 (Fig. S6a†), verifying
the formation of amorphous CoSx. Additionally, the trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) images (Fig. 1e and f)
showed that no lattice fringes were observed, and a typical halo
around the bright spot in the center of amorphous materials
was detected from the selected area electron diffraction pattern
(SAED) (inset of Fig. 1f). These results further demonstrated
that the as-obtained CoSx possessed an amorphous nature. The
elemental mapping results (Fig. 1g) showed that the S and Co
elements were uniformly distributed in a single CoSx
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
nanosphere and the molar ratio of Co : S was about 1 : 1.15,
which was obtained from the EDS results during TEM
measurement and was determined according to the spectral
peak area and correction factor. The relatively weak N element
signal was also detected in the whole region including CoSx
nanospheres and the surrounding carbon ber, implying that
N-doped carbon and N-doped CoSx were formed, consistent
with the XPS results (Fig. S9c†).

In order to further conrm the chemical composition of the
as-prepared CoSx/CC-L, Raman spectra and X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) spectra were evaluated. Raman spectra of
CoSx/CC-L (Fig. 2a) showed that the peaks located at 188.9,
467.7, 507.2, and 678.9 cm�1 could be assigned to the charac-
teristic peaks of CoSx.21,22 Two additional peaks appearing at
1335 cm�1 and 1590 cm�1 could be indexed to defective carbon
(D band) and sp2-graphitic carbon (G band), respectively. Thus,
the above results could verify the formation of CoSx from the Co-
MOF on CC. As depicted by the survey XPS spectra in Fig. S9a,†
Co, S, C, N and O were detected in CoSx/CC-L and CoS2/CC. For
the Co-MOF/CC, no S element appeared. Fig. 2b shows the high-
resolution Co 2p spectra of the three samples. The Co 2p
spectrum of Co-MOF/CC is composed of only Co2+ 2p3/2 and 2p1/
2 at 781.1 eV and 796.6 eV, respectively, and the corresponding
satellite peaks. For CoSx/CC-L, three strong peaks were decon-
voluted for each Co 2p3/2 and Co 2p1/2: the peaks centered at
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 20071–20079 | 20073
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Fig. 2 (a) Raman spectra and high-resolution XPS spectra of the Co 2p (b), S 2p (c) for Co-MOF/CC, CoSx/CC-L and CoS2/CC. (d) Normalized Co
K-edge XANES spectra and (e) Fourier transform of k2-weighted Co EXAFS spectra of Co foil, CoSx/CC-L and CoS2/CC. (f–h) WT-EXAFS spectra
of the Co foil, CoS2/CC and CoSx/CC-L. (i) EPR spectra of Co-MOF/CC, CoSx/CC-L and CoS2/CC.
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778.8 and 794.2 eV were ascribed to Co3+ and those at 780.7 and
796.6 eV to Co2+, while the corresponding satellite peaks
appeared at 784.1 and 801.9 eV. The results suggested that
mixed Co2+ and Co3+ oxidation states were formed in CoSx/CC-
L.23,24 With regard to the S 2p high-resolution spectrum of CoSx/
CC-L (Fig. 2c), the characteristic peaks at 161.7 eV, 162.7 eV,
163.6 eV, 166.2 eV, and 168.0 eV are attributed to S–Co 2p3/2, S–
Co 2p1/2, S–S 2p3/2, S–S 2p1/2 and S–O/S–N bonding,25,26 respec-
tively. The coexistence of Co and S elements conrmed the
formation of CoSx in the CoSx/CC-L sample.

For comparison, crystallographic cobalt sulde on CC was
synthesized by calcination of Co-MOF/CC under a H2S atmo-
sphere at 600 �C, and the corresponding XRD pattern and SEM
images of the as-obtained CoS2/CC are shown in Fig. S10 and
S11.† The as-obtained CoS2/CC showed well-dened peaks
corresponding to (111), (200), (210), (211), (220), (311), (222),
(023) and (321) planes of CoS2 (PDF 70-2865), which demon-
strated that crystalline cobalt sulde was obtained (Fig. S10†).
In addition, the SEM image in Fig. S11† showed that the ob-
tained CoS2 on CC had irregular morphology, which also
conrmed the advantage of laser synthesis. Furthermore, the
20074 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 20071–20079
XPS results (Fig. 2b, c and S9†) revealed a negative shi of Co 2p
and positive shi of S–Co for CoSx/CC-L compared with CoS2/
CC, which veried the higher density of Co electronic states in
CoSx/CC-L. This suggested that there were more S vacancies in
CoSx/CC-L due to the high pressure eld induced by laser pro-
cessing, which was consistent with the XRD result (Fig. S6a and
S10†). The high-resolution spectrum of C 1s for CoSx/CC-L could
be divided into four peaks aer peak de-convolution (Fig. S9b†),
corresponding to C]O, C–S/C–N, C–C/C]C and C–Co bonding
at 287.1 eV, 285.4 eV, 284.5 eV and 281.9 eV,26 respectively. This
result suggested that CoSx nanospheres anchored on the
surface of CC with a strong bonding interaction, which was
benecial to the fast electron transfer from CC to CoSx nano-
spheres. The high-resolution spectrum of N 1s for CoSx/CC-L
could be divided into two main peaks corresponding to the
pyridinic and graphitic nitrogen (Fig. S9c†). Combined with the
EDS results for the N element, it was conrmed that nitrogen
mainly existed in the form of a small amount of dopant. The
high-resolution spectrum of O 1s for CoSx/CC-L showed that the
lattice oxygen (OL) peak at 529.6 eV attributed to O–Co and
adsorbed oxygen (OAd) peak at 531.2 eV attributed to the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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Fig. 3 (a) Polarization curves of CoSx/CC-L and control samples in
0.5 MH2SO4. (b) Corresponding Tafel plots derived from (a). (c) Nyquist
plots at an overpotential of 200 mV, and (d) the capacitive currents as
a function of scan rates for CoSx/CC-L and control samples. (e)
Current–time plots with different overpotentials of 124 mV, 1200 mV
and 1700 mV. (f) HER polarization curves of CoSx/CC-L before and
after i–t testing at 1200 mV. The inset is the SEM image of CoSx/CC-L
after i–t testing.
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absorbed oxygen at the S vacancy site were observed, which
came from surface oxidation of CoSx. The laser preparation
process resulted in less surface oxidation of CoSx compared
with that of CoS2 (Fig. S9d†).

For further gaining more accurate structural information
about the coordination environments of cobalt atoms in CoSx/
CC-L, X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) and
extended X-ray absorption ne structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy
were performed for CoSx/CC-L, CoS2/CC and Co foil. As shown
in Fig. 2d, the Co K-edge XANES spectrum of CoSx/CC-L
exhibited a 1s / 3d pre-edge peak at 7710.1 eV. Additionally,
the highly similar spectrum variation of the Co K-edge XANES of
CoSx/CC-L and CoS2/CC indicated that they possessed a similar
cobalt coordination environment. The Co EXAFS data was
further checked to achieve the quantitative information about
bond lengths, coordination numbers and structural disorder.
As shown in Fig. 2e, the Fourier transform (FT) of the k2-
weighted Co EXAFS spectrum of CoSx/CC-L gave the Co–S
coordination information while no Co–Co coordination was
detected. Furthermore, the Co K-edge WT-EXAFS of these three
samples (Fig. 2f–h) showed that the peak signal for CoSx/CC-L
was highly similar to that for CoS2/CC, indicating the exis-
tence of a Co–S signal in CoSx/CC-L. The Co–S distance at 1.86�A
(without phase correction) was resolved from the FT analysis. It
was noteworthy that the tting coordination number of Co–S in
CoSx/CC-L was slightly lower than that in CoS2/CC (Table S1†),
possibly because of the amorphous nature of CoSx in CoSx/CC-L
that creates numerous S vacancies from laser processing. These
above results further demonstrated the formation of amor-
phous CoSx.

Since the elemental mapping of CoSx nanoparticles in Fig. 1g
implied the molar ratio of Co : S was about 1 : 1.15, the sulfur
vacancies should be present. Therefore, the electron para-
magnetic resonance (EPR) spectra of Co-MOF/CC, CoSx/CC-L
and CoS2/CC were applied to verify the existence of S vacan-
cies in CoSx/CC-L. As shown in Fig. 2i, CoSx/CC-L exhibited the
EPR signals at g ¼ 2.001, which was attributed to the trapped
electrons from the S vacancies.27 The Co-MOF/CC sample
exhibited a very low signal at the same position, demonstrating
that S vacancies have been formed in CoSx/CC-L. In addition,
the CoSx/CC-L presented amuch stronger EPR signal than CoS2/
CC, conrming the existence of more sulfur vacancies in CoSx/
CC-L, induced by the high pressure eld during laser process-
ing, which could provide more active sites and thus enhance the
HER and NRR activities.28

The HER performance of the CoSx/CC-L and control samples
of CC-L (SEM image in Fig. S12†), Co-MOF/CC and CoS2/CC, was
measured in a standard three-electrode conguration with IR-
compensation to exclude the inuence of the series resistance
(Rs) arising from the solution, electrochemical workstation and
electrodes in 0.5 M H2SO4 aqueous electrolyte. As shown in
Fig. 3a, the CC processed by the laser under a H2S atmosphere
(CC-L) displayed almost no HER performance. CoSx/CC-L (with
an overpotential of �87 mV at 10 mA cm�2) exhibited a much
better HER performance than CC-L and Co-MOF/CC (�396 mV
at 10 mA cm�2), indicating that the formed CoSx nanospheres
provided the active species for the HER. This could also be
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
conrmed by the fact that H2 bubbles were mainly generated on
the area where the laser has processed (Video S1†). In addition,
it is noteworthy that, although with the same composition
phase as that of cobalt sulde, the current density of CoSx/CC-L
was much higher than that of CoS2/CC (with an overpotential of
�178 mV at 10 mA cm�2), implying that the abundant sulfur
vacancies in CoSx/CC-L were benecial to enhance the HER
performance, which is in agreement with the XPS and EPR
spectra (Fig. 2). However, the overpotential value (�87 mV)
required to obtain a current density of 10 mA cm�2 was still
poorer than that of commercial 20 wt% Pt/C (�35 mV). For
driving a current density of 100 mA cm�2, CoSx/CC-L and
20 wt% Pt/C required an overpotential of 229 mV and 150 mV,
respectively. Through comparison with the other cobalt sulde-
based electrocatalysts, the HER activity of CoSx/CC-L with a low
overpotential of 87 mV to achieve �10 mA cm�2 in 0.5 M H2SO4

was better than or comparable to the leading cobalt sulde-
based HER catalysts, such as cobalt sulde/reduced graphene
oxide/carbon nanotubes (CoS2/RGO–CNTs) (142 mV),29 CoS2
nanowires (145 mV),30 Co0.9S0.58P0.42 (139 mV),31 surface sele-
nized meso-CoS2 (110 mV),32 Co9S8@MoSx (98 mV),33 Co9S8-
NDCL (96 mV),34 Mo2N/CoS2 (85 mV),35 Zn0.30Co2.70S4 (80 mV),36

CoS2@MoS2/RGO (98 mV),37 Co9S8/MoS2 (97 mV)38 and Co3-
S4@MoS2 (210 mV)39 (Table S2†). For further studying the
inuence of N-doping on the achieved HER activity of CoSx/CC-
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 20071–20079 | 20075
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Fig. 4 (a) Polarization curves of CoSx/CC-L under Ar and N2 atmo-
spheres. (b) Electrocatalytic NRR performance with NH3 yield (black)
and faradaic efficiency (red) for CoSx/CC-L. (c)

1H NMR analysis of the
CoSx/CC-L fed by 14N2 and 15N2 gases after electrochemical NRR
process. Electrocatalytic NRR performances with NH3 yield (d) and
faradaic efficiency (e) for different samples at different overpotentials.
(f) Chronoamperometry test results of CoSx/CC-L for sixteen cycles
(each for 2 h of electrolysis) at �0.2 V vs. RHE and the obtained NH3
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L, we prepared control samples by laser processing Co-MOF/CC
using the mixed gases of H2S and NH3 with their different ratios
(10% NH3/H2S, 20% NH3/H2S and 50% NH3/H2S), to obtain
different N doped CoSx/CC-L samples (denoted as CoSx/CC–10%
NH3-L, CoSx/CC–20% NH3-L and CoSx/CC–50% NH3-L). In
addition, bare carbon cloth was processed using a laser under
an NH3 atmosphere to obtain the N-doped carbon cloth (CC–
NH3-L). The corresponding HER polarization curves of CC–NH3-
L, CoSx/CC-L, CoSx/CC–10% NH3-L, CoSx/CC–20% NH3-L and
CoSx/CC–50%NH3-L in 0.5 MH2SO4 are shown in Fig. S13.† The
CC–NH3-L displayed almost no HER activity, implying that the
N-doped carbon did not contribute to the electrocatalytic
performance in this work. Furthermore, CoSx/CC-L exhibited
a much better HER performance than CoSx/CC–10% NH3-L,
CoSx/CC–20% NH3-L and CoSx/CC–50% NH3-L, suggesting that
the increase in the nitrogen content decreased rather than
enhancing the performance. This proves that the excellent HER
activity of CoSx/CC-L is solely attributed to the formed CoSx
spheres. The CoSx/CC-L with different laser powers (6 W, 12 W
and 18 W) were also synthesized, which were denoted as CoSx/
CC-L-6 W, CoSx/CC-L-12W and CoSx/CC-L-18 W, respectively. As
shown in Fig. S14,† the HER activity slightly increased with the
increase of laser powers.

The Tafel slope revealed the inherent reaction dynamics of
the HER (Fig. 3b). The iR-corrected Tafel slope value of 20 wt%
Pt/C was 52 mV dec�1. The corresponding Tafel slope value of
99 mV dec�1 for CoSx/CC-L implied that the HER on CoSx/CC-L
proceeded through a Volmer–Heyrovsky mechanism and the
electrochemical desorption process was the rate-limiting step.
In addition, this Tafel slope was much smaller than those of
CoS2/CC (250 mV dec�1), Co-MOF/CC (331 mV dec�1) and CC-L
(385 mV dec�1), demonstrating a more efficient HER perfor-
mance of CoSx/CC-L. This is attributable to the laser-induced
sulfur vacancies in CoSx/CC-L, which facilitated the adsorp-
tion and reduction of H3O

+ to form the Hads intermediate, thus
speeding up the Volmer reaction. Electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) was also performed and the Nyquist plots are
shown in Fig. 3c and S15† to investigate the electrocatalytic
kinetics of the HER. As is well known, the lower charge transfer
resistance (Rct) obtained from the semicircle in the low
frequency zone corresponds to the faster reaction rate. As
shown in Fig. 3c, the Rct of CoSx/CC-L was the smallest at an
overpotential of 200 mV, indicating that CoSx/CC-L had a faster
electron transfer rate at the electrocatalyst/electrolyte interface
and was more active. In addition, the decreased Rct values of
CoSx/CC-L with progressive overpotentials from 100 mV to
200 mV in Fig. S15† also conrmed the advantageous HER
kinetics towards the electrolyte interface. The double-layer
capacitance (Cdl) was measured to evaluate the electrochemi-
cally active surface area (ECSA). As shown in Fig. 3d and S16,†
the ECSA of CoSx/CC-L (27.4 mF cm�2) was much larger than
those of CoS2/CC (6.9 mF cm�2) and CC-L (0.4 mF cm�2), which
was attributed to the high specic surface area of the formed
CoSx nanospheres and was benecial to the exposure of more
available active sites for the HER and diffusion of electro-
catalytic active species.
20076 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 20071–20079
For electrocatalytic HER, long-term catalytic stability is an
important parameter for the possible practical application,
especially at a large current density. Here, the catalytic dura-
bility of CoSx/CC-L was assessed using current–time (i–t) plots
(Fig. 3e) and polarization curves before and aer i–t testing
(Fig. 3f) in 0.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte. The negligible attenuations
could be observed for continuous current–time plots at
different overpotentials of ca. 124 mV, 1200 mV and 1700 mV
with a current density of 20 mA cm�2, 350 mA cm�2 and 650 mA
cm�2, respectively. With the almost identical polarization
curves of CoSx/CC-L before and aer the i–t test (Fig. 3f) and no
observed signicant changes in the morphology (inset of
Fig. 3f), as well as the remaining amorphous structure aer HER
measurements (Fig. S17†), the good long-term catalytic and
structure stability for the HER could be veried.

The electrochemical reduction of N2 to NH3 provides an
effective and sustainable strategy to store and carry hydrogen to
produce on-demand fertilizers.40 In addition, the synthesis of
NH3 is a process of active nitrogen association with active
hydrogen, thus a certain proton activation ability is needed and
this has been demonstrated in the HER performance for CoSx/
CC-L (Fig. 3). Considering that the enriched active hydrogen
would directly result in hydrogen production under acidic
conditions and thus reduce the selectivity of the NRR, we
yields.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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applied a lower cathodic overpotential and engineered the CoSx/
CC-L sample in a neutral electrolyte (0.05 M Na2SO4) to mini-
mize the HER and increase the efficiency of the NRR. The best
NH3 yield and faradaic efficiency were achieved for the samples
synthesized with a laser power of 18 W (Fig. S18†). Therefore we
chose CoSx/CC-L-18 W as the target sample. As shown by
polarization curves (LSV) in Fig. 4a, the current density in
a potential range of 0 V to �0.4 V vs. RHE of CoSx/CC-L under
a N2 atmosphere was increased apparently in contrast to that
under an Ar atmosphere, suggesting that this region was NRR
favorable. When the polarization potential increased to be more
negative than �0.4 V vs. RHE, the same current density for N2

and Ar atmospheres demonstrated that this region was HER
favorable. Then NRR characterization studies using CoSx/CC-L
as cathodic catalysts were performed under ambient condi-
tions with continuous N2 bubbling. Aer the corresponding i–t
curves measurements at different potentials of �0.5 V to �0.1 V
vs. RHE (Fig. S19†), the generated NH3 was detected from the
UV-vis absorption spectra by using the indophenol blue method
(Fig. S20†), and the obtained NH3 yields and FEs are displayed
in Fig. 4b. As shown, the highest average NH3 yield and the
corresponding faradaic efficiency of CoSx/CC-L were achieved at
�0.2 V vs. RHE, reaching �12.2 mg h�1 cmcat

�2 and 10.1%,
respectively. At the more negative potentials, the NH3 yields and
FEs decreased gradually due to the competitive HER on the
cathode.

The 15N isotopic labeling experiment (Fig. 4c) was further used
to conrm that the N source of NH3 resulted from suppliedN2. The
1H NMR spectra of commercial 14NH4Cl and

15NH4Cl samples
were collected as standard spectra and the internal standard
method and 1H NMR spectra with different reactive times were
utilized to verify the authenticity of the data (Fig. S21†). As shown,
the 1HNMR spectra for the electrolytes aer NRR at�0.2 V showed
a 14N triple peak signal of 14NH4

+ when using 14N2 as the feeding
gas. On the other hand, when using 15N2 as the feeding gas, a 15N
doublet (I ¼ 1/2) in the range of 7.2–7.4 ppm without obvious
peaks of the 14N triplet was detected. The peak positions for both
the triplet and doublet closely matched the reference substances
14NH4Cl and

15NH4Cl, demonstrating the successful production of
ammonia during the NRR process and the detected NH3

completely derived from the supplied N2.
In order to demonstrate the effects of S vacancies on the NRR

performance, the NRR performance analyses of CoSx/CC-L and
control samples CC-L, Co-MOF/CC and CoS2/CC in neutral
electrolyte at different potentials were carried out (Fig. S22†). As
shown in Fig. 4d and e, the CoSx/CC-L and CoS2/CC possessed
higher NH3 yields and faradaic efficiency than Co-MOF/CC and
CC-L, suggesting the vital role of CoSx in catalytic NRR. In
addition, compared with the optimal NH3 yield and the faradaic
efficiency (�7.0 mg h�1 cmcat

�2 and 6.8%) of CoS2/CC at �0.3 V
vs. RHE, the CoSx/CC-L displayed higher electrocatalytic NRR
activities of �12.2 mg h�1 cmcat

�2 and 10.1% at a lower polari-
zation potential of �0.2 V vs. RHE. This is most likely related to
the S vacancies produced by laser processing, which could
provide more adsorption sites for N2. S vacancies as the elec-
tron-rich sites led to efficient N2 adsorption by Co ions, which
was benecial for subsequent electrocatalytic N2 activation.41,42
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
For studying the inuence of N-doping on the achieved NRR
activity of CoSx/CC-L, the NH3 yields of CoSx/CC-L, CoSx/CC–
10%NH3-L, CoSx/CC–20%NH3-L and CoSx/CC–50%NH3-L were
determined and compared (Fig. S23†). As shown, increasing the
N-doping level did not enhance the NH3 yields, and the optimal
NRR performance was still 12.2 mg h�1 cmcat

�2 for the CoSx/CC-
L sample at�0.2 V. As a consequence, the HER and NRR results
for different N-doped samples indicated that N doping may
affect the electrocatalytic performance, but HER and NRR
activities were mainly derived from amorphous CoSx in CoSx/
CC-L. For comparison, the performance of the CoSx/CC-L was
better than or comparable to most of the previously reported
NRR catalysts43–54 under neutral conditions, as illustrated in
Table S3.† In addition, the synthesis of sulde by a laser
combined with a H2S atmosphere is a universal method. The
CuSx/CC-L and FeSx/CC-L were prepared by the laser processing
of the Cu-MOF and Fe-MOF under a H2S atmosphere and their
NRR performance was measured (Fig. S24†). As shown, the
optimal NH3 yields for FeSx/CC-L and CuSx/CC-L were 15.5 mg
h�1 cmcat

�2 at �0.3 V vs. RHE and 13.6 mg h�1 cmcat
�2 at �0.5 V

vs. RHE, respectively. The excellent NNR activity demonstrated
the advantages of laser processing as a universal method for the
synthesis of amorphous suldes.

The NRR stability of CoSx/CC-L was evaluated using a chro-
noamperometry test at �0.2 V vs. RHE comprising sixteen cycles
(each for 2 h of electrolysis) (Fig. 4f). As seen, no signicant NH3

yield attenuation occurred during the sixteen consecutive N2

reduction cycles, verifying the excellent NRR catalytic stability for
CoSx/CC-L. No signicant changes to the spherical morphology
could be observed (Fig. S25†), conrming the structural integrity of
CoSx/CC-L. Meanwhile, the Faraday efficiency during the whole
cycling process was calculated to be about 11.57%.

Conclusions

A facile approach toward the fabrication of amorphous CoSx
nanospheres anchored on carbon ber cloths (CoSx/CC-L) with
uniform distribution and strong adhesion via the conned
temperature eld generated by a laser under a H2S atmosphere
was demonstrated, which was carried out within a short time
and at normal temperature. The obtained CoSx/CC-L was
directly applied as an efficient andmultifunctional electrode for
electrocatalytic HER and electrocatalytic NRR. The amorphous
nature of CoSx nanospheres played a vital role in enhancing the
HER and NRR activities. As a HER electrocatalyst, CoSx/CC-L
exhibited a low overpotential (�87 mV at 10 mA cm�2) in
0.5 M H2SO4 aqueous electrolyte. As a NRR electrocatalyst, the
CoSx/CC-L exhibited a high rate of NH3 production of 12.2 mg
h�1 cmcat

�2 and Faraday efficiency of 10.1% at �0.2 V vs. RHE.
The laser-produced amorphous CoSx/CC-L catalyst was expected
to be a promising HER and NRR electrocatalyst for large-scale
application in energy conversion and storage elds.
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